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Advancing the Multisectoral Nutrition Agenda

SECURENUTRITION
MULTISECTORAL APPROACH to NUTRITION

“Acceleration of progress in nutrition will require effective, large-scale nutrition-sensitive programmes that [...] draw on complementary sectors such as agriculture, health, social protection, early child development, education, and water and sanitation.”
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KNOWLEDGE

SecureNutrition Library: Reports, Toolkits, Briefs, Articles, Blogs, and more
Session 2, Day 1: Drawing on local leaders: strong horizontal integration in public nutrition action for districts, cities, and villages.

Session 2, Day 2: Developing an enabling environment for progress and change: how to catalyze high-level leadership and support for action.
COMMUNICATION: STAY INFORMED & REACH OUT TO OTHERS

SecureNutrition newsletters & social media streams

SEPTEMBER HIGHLIGHTS

ENN Field Exchange 55 and Nutrition Exchange 8
ENN recently launched the 55th issue of Field Exchange (FEX), its flagship technical publication on nutrition in emergency, and the 8th issue of Nutrition Exchange (NEX), its publication capturing experiences from nutrition and related sectors written by national actors. In this edition, FEX features field articles on resilient health systems in Ethiopia, managing S4M in Mali, monitoring nutrition spending in Uganda and Nepal, nutrition-sensitive responses to drought in Pakistan, and much more. NEX focuses on longer-term development actions such as community kitchens and school feeding programs in Lebanon, Ecuador’s policies to tackle overweight and obesity, efforts in Pakistan to ‘kill the nutrient gap’, and initiatives to make agriculture nutrition-sensitive in Ethiopia and Zambia. FEX55: Read More, NEX8: Read More.

Smart School Meals: Nutrition-Sensitive National Programmes in Latin America and the Caribbean
This study highlights country practices that can serve to inform nutrition-sensitive school meals interventions. The analysis draws on decades of primary and secondary sources of information in 16 Latin American and Caribbean countries, and finds school meals interventions have advanced remarkably. The authors also find that the nutritional potential of school meals have the potential to be optimised... Read More.

Triggering for Positive Behaviour Change in Nutrition
This is the second in a series of six technical briefs presenting the experiences of the Sustainable Nutrition for All (SuN4A) program in

SAFANSI Roundtable: A Focus on Government Action for Nutrition in South Asia
On September 7 and 8, the National Planning Commission (NPC) of Nepal will host a Roundtable to identify the best ways to scale up government nutrition programs for maximum impact. The roundtable
ACTION: TOOLS TO HELP YOU DESIGN YOUR PROJECT OR POLICY


How-To Guide

Discover How To Make Your Project More Nutrition-Sensitive

1. Choose a Sector

   AGRICULTURE
   HEALTH
   SOCIAL PROTECTION
   WASH

2. Choose a Theme

   Policy
   Country Context
   Institutional Arrangements
   Project Approaches

World Cancer Research Fund International’s NOURISHING database is a one-of-a-kind resource for food policy information from around the world. An update in November 2016 included improvements to both content and the user interface, and the steering committee released a “methods document” that details the process for collecting, evaluating, summarizing, and posting relevant policies. As of the last update, the database currently contains information on 360 food-related policies across 126 countries and is able to be filtered by country. Future upgrades will include comparison between several countries and options for keyword search.

Visit: NOURISHING Policy Framework online
THANK YOU!
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